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Adjustable Gaming Wheel Stand PXN-A9 (Black)

PXN-A9 Adjustable Gaming Wheel Stand
Do you own a gaming wheel and want to make it more comfortable to use? The PXN-A9 adjustable stand has shelves for the steering
wheel,  pedals  and gearbox,  so  you can easily  fit  all  the gear  you need.  It  was made of  top-class  materials,  which contributes  to  high
durability and safety of your equipment.
 
Functionality first and foremost
Are you a racing game enthusiast and do you have a whole set of components for driving simulation? The stand will allow you to mount
the steering wheel, pedal panel and gearbox. Its height can be adjusted, allowing you to tailor the positioning to your needs and personal
comfort.
 
Premium materials
The PXN-A9 is made from Q235 carbon structural steel. This results in the perfect balance of strength and flexibility so important in rack
and stand construction. Bet on real quality that supports your comfort!
 
Many possibilities
The stand is compatible with Logitech, Thrustmaster and PXN steering wheels (see specifications for exact details). So you can use your
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device even after replacing your hardware. What's more, you can adjust its height up to 38 cm and tilt angle up to 45°.
 
Manufacturer
PXN
Model
PXN-A9
Material
Carbon structural steel (Q235)
Maximum height adjustment
38 cm
Pedal angle adjustment
45°
Dimensions
560 x 780 x 860 mm
Weight
8.4 kg
Compatibility
Logitech G923 / G920 / G29 / G27 / G25; Thrustmaster T248X / T248 / T300RS GT / T300RS / T300 Ferrari / TX / T-GT / TS-PC / TS-XW /
T150 / T80 / T248 / Ferrari 458 / TMX / TMX PRO; PXN V10(3IN1) / V9/ V900 / V3

Price:

€ 105.01

Gaming, Other
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